Parade of Pride

Homecoming Festivities
Provide Fun To Community

Seniors Treasure All Bests & Lasts Prized Portfolios
Valerie Him
Editor-In-Chief

Now that senior year has begun, the season of “lasts” has
too. From the last first football
game to the last first gathering
of the senior class. Here are
some of the “lasts” our seniors
have experienced thus far.
“The first day was spectacular seeing old friends and
meeting my new teachers,”
Jerdel Delsol said. After two
months of summer break,
students were able to reunite
with old friends and meet new
teachers for the school year.
“My first day of school was
great, but it didn’t really hit
me that it would be my last
until my aunt took my last first
day of school picture,” Kalanie
Prom said. Although some
were very excited for the first

day of school, some were realizing that it would be the last
time to do first day of school
traditions. Such as early morning breakfast and first day of
school pictures.
“Going to the sunrise with
my fellow classmates and
getting to see everyone get
along felt so heartwarming,”
said Citlaly Rodriguez “Yet it
was kinda sad because it was
the last time we could’ve all
been together just enjoying
each other’s company,” said
Rodriguez. On the first day of
school, project grad organized
a senior sunrise. The school
tradition is where seniors
have the opportunity to bond
and start the year with one
another one last time.

“My favorite part was being
underneath the Friday Night
Lights in the stands playing and being with all of my
friends,” Crystal Farris said.
“My last first game was a bittersweet night, and I’ll cherish
these memories forever.”
Seniors are realizing that the
activities they were involved
in for the past three years are
now coming to a close but are
thankful for all the memories
that were made.
As the list of lasts grows,
seniors begin to feel more
nostalgic. This year will go by
in a blink of an eye so attend
as many high school events
available, such as games,
pep rallies, dances, and class
events. Make every moment
count for senior year.
Morning Glows
The class of 2019 participates
in the Senior Sunrise on the first
day of school. Seniors enjoy this
tradition each year, and look
forward to starting their senior
year, together. The seniors met
at 7 AM, on the first day to take
a group photo and eat breakfast
together.
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Shelby Bukowski
Staff writer

Student Art Wins Award

During the short summer,
Dillon Bukowski, a pre AP art
student, had an opportunity
of a lifetime to put together a
portfolio filled with a wide
variety of art work.
It’s a new year with new activities going around, and with
this comes new opportunities
and events for art students
such as The Brazoria County
Fair Art Show in Angleton on
Oct. 6 and Portfolio Day on
Sept 30.
“Students who are seriously considering attending Art
Schools or majoring in the Fine
Arts are going to present their
portfolios for review by the
art teachers and admissions
counselors from colleges and
universities all over the country,” Karin Stenstrud said.
Students were assigned to fill
a portfolio with different types
of drawings such as perspective, shading, scenery and the
students’ own original content.
Within the event, the students
will be judged by college pro-

fessors alongside with being
interviewed about their future
career choices.
Next up was the Brazoria
County Fair in Angleton. Along
with having the chance to
participate in the portfolio day,
Dillon Bukowski has been selected out of 20 students in the
whole district, with his piece
named “Texas Sunsets.” Being
the only student winning from
Alvin High, and winning $700,
with Best In Class award, it was
an exciting Sunday for him.
Dillon’s inspriration for this
prize winning artwork was Hurricane Harvey.
“During Hurricane Harvey,
everything looked like crap
but in the end, we still had our
beautiful sunsets,” Bukowski
said.
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News
USMC JROTC Gets the Naval
Honor School Award
Joshua Rackely
Reporter

Thanks and Recognition
In August, Dr.Briseno
recognized JROTC
members, after helping
an Alvin citizen clean his
home of post Hurricane
Harvey Flood damage.
JROTC volunteers their
time and talents in the
Alvin community often.
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The USMC Junior
Reserve Officer Training
Corps won the Naval
Honor School Award,
given to the top 20
JROTC units in the USA.
In order to compete
for armed and unarmed
drill teams and shooting
teams, the JROTC units
need to have a certain
amount of community
service hours. JROTC
students have helped
their community in
many ways.
“My favorite part
about posting the colors at the home football
games is representing
the men and women
who fight and representing jrotc” Cadet
Zachary Kaw said.
The cadets hung
up the flags on the
flagpole and the color
guard marched from endzone to endzone. They
also posted flags at two
Astro games, once last
year and again this year
on Sept. 5.
JROTC students
helped an army veteran
clean his house a year

after the devastating
events of Hurricane
Harvey. They have also
helped clean up around
Alvin, washed cop cars
for the Alvin PD, and
helped with Jacket Day.
“I was really proud of
the program and I hope
and I know we are going to get it again next
year,” Cadet Hanlin said.
The girls Physical
Training got first place
in both Texas and the
USA. The boys got third
place in the USA and
first place in Texas. The
girls and boys PT teams
are determined to keep
up their good work and
earn the award next
year as well.
“We are proud of
them because they have
been trying to get this
award for as long as myself and first sergeant
have been,” Flynn said.
Major Timothy Flynn
has been here for two
years while First Sergeant Stephen Garcia
has been here for five
years. They have to
work over the summer

and over all the breaks
they have to get to
where they are. The color guard, unarmed and
armed drill teams, and
the PT teams go to drill
meets around the state.
The shooting team goes
to Postals and shoot
the airsoft rifles. All the
teams work together to
improve their skills.
“There is more than
just five cadets, it was
all the cadets “ Flynn
said.
All the teams work
together to improve
their skills. The JROTC
marches in the homecoming parade and the
color guard posts the
flags at the homecoming game each year.
The new cadets
coming in from middle
school are going to
have big shoes to fill left
from those who have
been promoted and
seniors who have graduated.

Captured Audiences

Drama Company, Theater Arts Present Fall Play

Emily Bates
Reporter

The Theatre Arts Department and the Yellow
Jacket Theatre Company
wowed crowds on Oct.
4-7 with its presentation of Peter and the
Star Catcher. This family friendly comedy was
enjoyed by audiences of
all ages.
The play is based off the
classic story of Peter Pan,
and it is about a boy who
would not grow up. Peter
and the Star Catcher playfully explores the depths
of greed and despair,
along with the bonds
of friendship, duty and
love. The lead, Peter, was
played by freshman Noah
Bryant and the female
lead was played by junior
Rachel Hohman.
“I am extremely ex-

cited, ever since simpson
announced we are doing
the show.,” said Hohman
“ I’ve been excited and
I can’t wait to get even
closer to the family I
made in theater. I hoped
everyone enjoyed the
show, we worked really
hard on it.”
The theater department
presented their adaptation of The Tony Awardwinning show, which
upends the century-old
story of how a miserable orphan comes to
be The Boy Who Would
Not Grow Up (otherwise
known as Peter Pan). Actors worked hard practicing their lines and building
sets for months. Many
theater students treasure
their time and effort in

their classes.
“I want to do as much
in theatre as I can this
year because this department has been my favorite part of high school,”
actor Dominick Radogna
said. “I’m very happy to
be apart of it, and very
sad that this is my last
year.”
Members even painted
the floor of the stage
to make a realistic boat
like setting. From props,
to sets, to makeup and
costumes, this play was a
crowd pleaser for sure.
“The show has been a
lot of fun to work on, and
it’s crazy to see how everything is pulled together to create something
amazing,” actor Zoey
Gurka said.

Spirit of Actiing
Brock Hearn and the cast performed their version of Peter and the Star Catcher and wowed
crowds with their acting, costumes and set.
This play was based off the tale of Peter Pan.
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Students Stay Hip With Study Tips

Nick Wilson
Editor
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Now
that the new school year
has begun, teachers are
working on tactics to
help students prepare
and study for tests. Some
students find it difficult to
study whether there’s distractions or they just don’t
know how to study.
“One way theatre kids
memorize their scripts is
through recording themselves saying it and playing
it back and listening and
reciting the script multiple
times, or another method
we use is first letter conversion, where we take the
first letter of every word in
a sentence and write them
down,” theatre instructorLaurie Wilson said.
Memorization is usually an important part of
studying, it’s a tactic used
commonly to help you
remember math equations
or math factors or important events that happened
throughout history like

Focus To Learn
Many students utilize the library space and resources when looking for a
good place to study. Library offers many resources to study with friends
or on an individual basis.
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when was the Declaration
of Independence signed
or when was the attack on
Pearl Harbor which are two
very important and consequential moments in history. Academic Decathlon
sponsor Robin Foster also
uses memorization tactics
for her students such as
highlighting important
things, making flashcards
and quizzing each other so
they learn the material.

“Some things you can do
to help your studying are
simple things like don’t
cram, study the night
before a test, study everyday and go over material
frequently, have a consistent study time, and take it
from me don’t wait till the
very last minute to study
I learned that the hard
way,” counselor Ron Fitzwater said.
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Feature
A Principal Of High School
Kacie Bates
Reporter

Every single day, students go to
school and they do the exact same
thing; same classes, same schedule,
and the same teachers.
The thing that most students forget
about in school is that teachers went
through it all, as well. Principal Johnny
Briseno was in high school, too.
He went through it and experienced
some fun, sentimental, and relatable
moments from his time being there,
including his experiences with his
friends, his extracurricular activities,
and his teachers.
In 1994, Briseno graduated high
school at Pearsall High School in Pearsall, Texas. When he had looks back,
he reminisces about some of his old
teachers. He said his teachers helped
him and supported him, just like the
teachers here at AHS who strive to do
that every day.
“When I think about it now, then,
my teachers did a lot for me,” Briseno
said. “A few teachers and coaches did
things for me. And now, as I look back,
I see that they were really good at being teachers. It wasn’t about baseball
or basketball or math. They taught me
about life.”
Briseno remembers what it was like
to be close with friends in high school,
and spend so much time with them.
Kids that he had sworn to be friends
with for the rest of his life, and the
kids that he had felt a deep connection
with, their relationships had simply
grown apart over time.
“I only stayed friends
with two of them. We
talked about everything,
and we’d think life would
never get better,” Briseno
said.
However, for Briseno,

life did get better. After getting a
degree at Texas Lutheran University,
he taught for three years and became
an assistant principal for four years.
Throughout his time teaching, and
being an assistant, he went through
various schooling. He earned a Master
of Science degree in Educational MidManagement from the University of
Houston at Clear Lake in May 2005. He
was accepted into the 2007 Doctoral
Cohort at Lamar University where he
earned a Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership degree in May 2010.
In 2010, he was principal for Harby Jr.
High, and then, he came to AHS in 2014
to become principal.
Briseno graduated high school with
a scholarship for playing baseball with
a community supporting him.
“It was a small community; everybody took care of you. A small field
was entertainment for the whole city.
Nothing brings people more together
than sports. Baseball paid for my college,” Briseno said.
Dr. B has his fair share of crazy, funny high school stories, too. A couple of
these stories, he remembers fondly:
“Coming back from a play-off-game,
the coach kicked a kid off of the bus. He
had figured that the coach riding the bus
behind us would pick him up and he did,
but I thought it was hilarious. One time,
a kid caught a bird instead of a ball. I
couldn’t make this stuff up,” Briseno
said.

He’s Been There
Dr.B holds a photo of
himself when he was in
High School after a baseball game, and remembers his own high school
experiences: the good,
bad and funny.
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Teaching, Motivating, Inspiring

Clarice Orozco
Editor

Teachers have much
more on their hands aside
from teaching a subject.
An educator has to know
how to manage all of
their students, how to
be time efficient, how to
be helpful to students,
how to guide students,
and finally how to achieve
success alongside each
and every student.
Teachers and counselors work hard on so
much more than class
assignments and school
projects. They work toward the needs of all their Making Good Choices
Physics teacher Jennifer Hammond helps guide one of her students towards
students and on ways to making the correct choices in the classroom.
of my job is watching my
get them to their goals.
“I enjoy working with teenstudents who have worked
“When I see my students
agers that are about to beso hard, walk across the
making progress I feel a
come adults. I enjoy being a
stage at graduation,” counsense of accomplishment
part of the end of their high
and gain confidence to keep selor Ashley Miller said.
school experience,” Physics
Teachers and counselors ex- teacher Jennifer Hammond
reaching for their goals,”
press a sense of importance
business teacher Christina
said.
to be successful and to have
Stanton said.
pride in oneself. They teach
Teachers express that
us skills that become useful
learning is a lifelong skill
in our future lives as mature
that is not available to all
adults.
children, so they put pride
“I would like all of my
and effort into their everystudents to become producday job as a teacher.
“I show my pride in my job tive and positive members
of society,” math teacher
by encouraging, inspiring,
Stephanie Moreno says.
and empowering my stuTeachers and counselors
dents,” automotives teacher
strive to make each and evRolando Serna said.
ery student the best version
Counselors are the arms
of themselves, the final days
that hold together the
of high school come to givschool. Their goal is to lead
Standing For Success
ing an immense thanks to all Algebra teacher Stephanie
each and every student to
the teachers and counselors Moreno proudly stands for her
the memorable event of
that made this an unforget- students and their success in life
graduation.
and in school. Moreno comes to
“My absolute favorite part table experience.
work each day to help the future
leaders of tomorrow.
photos by: Clarice Orozco

Avid Students Achieve Success
Cristy Rodriguez
Reporter

Working For Their Dreams
AVID Junior Lacey Alesna, works out an algebra problem during AVID tutorials
with the help of her AVID peers. yearbook courtesy photos

Students Take Advantage of Prep Program

Being prepared for college
is one of the biggest worries
for high school students, but
luckily, the school offers a class
to help with organization, planning, and college applications.
In AVID (Advancement Via
Individual Determination),
students learn how to stay
organized, manage their time,
and set higher expectations
for themselves. Students learn
about life as a college student
by visiting different college
campuses and having discussions in class. Students also
receive help in tutorials every
Tuesday and Thursday, and
learn the most effective ways
for them to study. AVID’s goal
is to help students achieve their
dreams of going to college.
“My favorite part of teaching
AVID is seeing students grow
into even better students that
advocate for their own learning,” AVID teacher Marie Tucker
said.

By being in AVID, students
gain more academic tools than
others, but it’s up to them to
use them correctly. In addition to being taught certain
skills to help them succeed,
AVID students visit diverse
college campuses. Last year,
AVID students went to Sam
Houston State University, Texas
Southern, Lamar, Texas A&M,
Stephen F. Austin, and Texas
A&M Galveston.
“Not only do I get a college
experience, but I also get a real
life experience on how and
what classes are at the school,”
junior Damon Bopho said.
These college trips help students understand what they
can expect after high school,
and are also a big reason
students choose to be in AVID.
They are also a great way for
students to learn more about a
campus they’re interested in.
One of the biggest reasons
students decide to stay in AVID

is the family environment.
“My favorite part of being in
this class is the AVID family
part. We all know each other
in here, and always help each
other out,” Junior Alondra
Ayala said.
AVID becomes a second
family for the students. It’s a
supportive environment where
students help each other
succeed, and it successfully
prepares students for life after
high school.
“The AVID family and environment helps me by always being
somewhere I can be myself and
trust anyone knowing that they
are willing to help and listen,”
Junior Sonia Mendoza said.
“ When I’m feeling sad I just
go to AVID. Everyone is really
supportive and they always try
to cheer me up by making me
laugh and making jokes. It is a
really good environment, and it
truly is like family.”
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LADYJACKET VOLLEYBALL

Last Few Kickoffs

Senior Players Discuss Final Season

Michael Ortega
Reporter

It has been an unforgettable journey for
those young football players that have
made it to their final season as a high
school athlete, for some this is the last
time they will play football and for others, the journey will continue.
Senior Israel Enriquez is playing his
final season as a Varsity running back
and he has a lot to take from his memorable time on the team.
“I want to leave my mark on the
school not just on the football field, but
in the school classroom,” Enriquez said.
The season has been full of ups and
downs, but the players are looking
forward to creating a strong bond
throughout the year. Win or lose; they
want to stick together.
Giving that Israel will be playing one
last time with his team he knows that
each moment will be one to remember, every down will be a play that will
never leave their mind, but he’s not the
only one that feels this way about play-

ing their last season.
“For the past three years, it brought
me joy every second I stepped onto the
field,” Aaron Mata said. “With a new
coaching staff and a new plan, us seniors knew it would be difficult to adapt
but with new changes comes better
opportunities. It makes me sad that I
will no longer be able to suit up after
the season, but it makes me proud that
I will forever get to call myself a Yellow
Jacket.”
“We have been struggling with
injuries and learning a new system. The
kids are working extremely hard every
day to fix the mistakes. We are getting better every week and a lot of the
players are coming back from injuries.
We will continue to coach and play hard
until the end of the season,’’ quarterback Coach Wade Geeslin said.
The coaches and team have been
working hard to improve the play, and
enjoy the last season with this group of
seniors.

Queens of the Court
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Warframe Review

Ninjas Play Free: “Fantastic Game”

2018-2019 Staff Members
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Raney Nelson
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Kazidy Potts
Yazlin Robles
Daniel Rodriguez
Cliffton Sawyer
Natalie Seng
Ruth Turner
Keigyn Villaloboz

Ninjas
Play
Free. A third person, coop, MMO lite, shooter,
looter, Warframe is a
free to play space ninja
themed video game developed and published by
Digital Extremes.
Free to play tends to
hold a negative connotation in some people’s
eyes. Though I assure
you, Warframe is far from
being a hot steaming
pile of greedy pay to win
garbage, even if at first
glance it may look like
you need the game’s premium currency, platinum,
to buy anything you don’t
start with. This is because
you’re able to purchase
the item itself using
platinum or purchase
the blueprint to craft the
item using the in game
currency, credits. The
only things hidden behind
semi-paywalls are cosmetics and vaulted items.
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I call them semi-paywalls
because platinum is obtainable without spending money by trading rare
endgame items to players
for platinum.
I would recommend
this game to people who
enjoy looters like Destiny,
Diablo, Borderlands, and
Monster Hunter since the
overwhelming quantity
of quality aquireable gear
and quests to accomplish
leaves much to grind for,
especially with the million
different systems, such
as Mods, Relics, Sorties,
Focus, Fishing, Mining, Eidolon hunting, Clans, etc,
etc, etc. I personally have
over 200 hours of ingame
playtime and I’m still
working towards newer
and better gear.
Overall, Warframe is a
fantastic game, though
like any game there
are just some things
that don’t cease to
aggravate me, primarily when someone with

slow internet is hosting
the game and it causes
me to stand at a doorway
for 30 seconds because
the next room wont load
and takes 5 seconds to
register our hits causing the session to take
over twice as long as it
should. Another issue I
have, though it’s more of
a personal issue, is that
I tend to get burnt out
while playing the game
especially when Baro, an
ingame npc merchant,
arrives and I don’t have
enough Ducats, the type
of currency he takes, and
I want to buy all the items
he has and so I grind for
10 hours straight, and get
burnt out.
I rate 85/100.
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